
Life Transitions – Graduation and Career Changes 

 

 Graduation is a transition into a new life. The same could be said for a job loss or career change.   Both are major 

changes in one’s life that provide an opportunity to better one’s self.  Both take the past and our experiences and 

creates a new path.  Below are a few ideas to help you maximize this transition and help unlock the doors in front of 

you.  

1) Books are a great way to help guide one through transitions. 

a. This may seem silly but Dr. Seuss really writes to adults through his children’s books and a must read is 

“Oh the Places You Go”. 

b. “The Richest Man in Babylon” by George Samuel Clason, written in 1930 helps unlock the secrets to 

building wealth.  The main theme is to pay yourself first by putting money away for you. 

c. “Vision Your Pathway to Victory” by Gordon D’Angleo is an inspirational guide that takes you beyond the 

norm, and illuminates you to the highest level. D’Angelo reveals Strategic Visionary Planning, his unique 

sought-after program that uplifts you from your typical thinking and gives you freedom to access 

unlimited resources.  

d. “What Color is Your Parachute” by Richard Nelson Boles, helped me transition from one career to 

another by helping me discover the strengths I have to offer to an employer.  

2) When setting out to look for work the best results come from actively contacting people.  Reach out and ask for 

help.  Do not depend entirely on the internet.  

3) Most resumes do not communicate properly to the reader. Most people write about what they have done, 

when a resume should be written on what you can offer to add value to your prospective employer.  

a. What skills do you offer that will improve the business.  Do not put “experienced in excel software.” 

Instead, put “created excel spread sheets to demonstrate business cash flows that improved efficiencies 

by 10%.” 

b. Do not repeat several successes in the same topic, i.e. “#1 sales person at GMAC, #1 sales person at XYZ, 

#1 sales person at AMC; instead put “continually achieve top sales person at past employers. 

c. Leave out hobbies unless it relates to the job you are seeking, i.e. marathon runner with stamina to 

work long hours as needed or able to develop a plan to reach final goals or discipline to be successful.   

 

Graduation and new careers are very similar and are great opportunities to create a pathway of success and 

envision the place you want to go.  Do not work for a job but find a job to work for and restructure your life so 

that you’re able to make your dreams come true. 

 

 A fresh start is a great time to make changes to improve your life. Be in control of your destination.  
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